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STORY

The world is dying. Many years after the banishment of the evil that plagued the land, the world was hit by waves of unbearable
heat. Crops are witheri 5d3b920ae0
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English
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Lots of grammar mistakes, 2 battle is already hard. Made a video about it. Not really my taste. EDIT: There is a lot of stuff that
can be fixed. I have seen developers scorn at bad reviews and throw it like it was nothing. Sometimes these people aren't always
bad, and they want whats best for their game and the people that play them.. It's biggest redeeming value is low price point.
That's a bit harsh- the combat system seems alright, inoffensive, from what I played of it. It's just the slog through length and
boring dialogue to get there that meant that I didn't have the patience to keep trying. It's not aweful, but you can clearly be doing
something better with your time.. It started well, the conversation was well done in the intro. But as soon as the game really
begins it hangs. If you can't play the game, its not a good sign. I will wait for a patch and try again, but for now I can't
recommend it. They fixed the bug.. i recommend and dont recommend this game depending on wich kind of gamer you are..
Coming from the original unforgiving trials i could only say really nice game for the price. First game had you experiment with
party members, this time you'll need to work with what you have. Faced many challenges, none too difficult. I would
recommend this game.
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